WIAA Spring Radio PSAs

TOPIC: RURAL MUTUAL INSURANCE LIVE AUDIO READ (:43)

(Please read during each audio transmission of WIAA Tournament Series events as part of the WIAA inventory provided with the rights agreement.)

WHEN YOU’RE FACED WITH A CHALLENGE HOW YOU RESPOND DETERMINES THE REAL WINNERS. RURAL MUTUAL BELIEVES THERE’S SOMETHING MORE IMPORTANT THAN JUST WINNING OR LOSING A GAME. THEY BELIEVE THAT THE TEAM, SCHOOL – AND FANS WHO SUPPORT THEIR ATHLETES WITH DIGNITY AND CLASS – ARE THE TRUE CHAMPIONS. RURAL MUTUAL IS THE PROUD SPONSOR OF THE WIAA/RURAL MUTUAL INSURANCE SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD SINCE IT STARTED IN 1965! FROM FOOTBALL TO VOLLEYBALL, TO SOCCER TO TENNIS, THE AWARD RECOGNIZES MORE THAN TEAM SPORTSMANSHIP… IT RECOGNIZES THAT SPORTSMANSHIP MATTERS IN YOUR COMMUNITY AS WELL. VISIT RURAL MUTUAL.COM/WIAA AND SEE HOW OUR TEAM AND YOUR COMMUNITY CAN WORK TOGETHER TO BE TRUE CHAMPIONS.

TOPIC: DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION LIVE AUDIO READ (:29)

(please read during each audio transmission of WIAA tournament series events as part of the WIAA inventory provided with the rights agreement.)


TOPIC: HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS PERSPECTIVE-#1 (:31)

SO WHY DO TEENAGERS PLAY HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS. SOME PARTICIPATE FOR A SENSE OF PURPOSE. SOME PLAY TO INSPIRE OTHERS, AND SOME FOR THE FRIENDSHIPS THEY DEVELOP. VERY FEW MENTION THEY PARTICIPATE TO GET AN ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP, BECAUSE THEY KNOW THAT LESS TWO PERCENT OF ALL HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES ARE AWARDED A SPORTS SCHOLARSHIP. WHATEVER THE REASON FOR PLAYING, STUDENT-ATHLETES ENJOY ALL THE BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION, INCLUDING MAKING BETTER DECISIONS. A MESSAGE FROM (STATION) AND THE WIAA–KEEPING THE EDUCATION IN SPORTS.
TOPIC: HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS PERSPECTIVE-#2 (:40)
BEING A TEENAGER IS TOUGH. THERE’S THE CONSTANT PRESSURE TO BE LIKED, ENDLESS WORRYING ABOUT COLLEGE, CYBER BULLYING, HIGH EXPECTATIONS, AND ALL THE NEGATIVITY. WHAT DO WISCONSIN’S TEENS DO WHEN THEY WANT TO BLOCK OUT THE NOISE AND CLEAR THEIR HEADS? THEY PLAY. RESEARCH SHOWS THAT TEENAGERS WHO PARTICIPATE IN HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS HAVE LOWER STRESS LEVELS, MORE CONFIDENCE AND GREATER SELF-ESTEEM. AND, THEN THERE’S THE BIGGEST BENEFIT OF ALL – HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS ARE FUN. NOT JUST FUN – THEY’RE A LOT OF FUN. ENCOURAGE TEENAGERS TO PARTICIPATE IN HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS. THEY’LL STRESS LESS AND SMILE MORE. AND THEY’LL BE LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR A HAPPIER, HEALTHIER FUTURE.

TOPIC: OFFICIALS RECRUITMENT-#1 (:30)
A GREAT OPPORTUNITY EXISTS FOR PEOPLE WHO ENJOYED SPORTS AS PARTICIPANTS AND WOULD LIKE TO GIVE BACK TO THE GAME THAT MEANS SO MUCH TO THEM. BECOMING A HIGH SCHOOL GAME OFFICIAL GIVES YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO GET INVOLVED, GET IN SHAPE, AND HELP TEACH THE GAME TO YOUNG PEOPLE. SIGNING UP IS EASY. TO BECOME A WIAA LICENSED OFFICIAL, GO ONLINE AT WIAAWI.ORG TO APPLY AND BECOME A WIAA LICENSED OFFICIAL. A MESSAGE FROM (STATION) AND THE WIAA – KEEPING THE EDUCATION IN SPORTS.

TOPIC: OFFICIALS RECRUITMENT-#2 (:32)
OFFICIALS ARE A VITAL PART OF EDUCATIONAL ATHLETICS. THEIR ROLE IS TO HELP CRAFT A FAIRLY PLAYED GAME AND HELP THE YOUNG PEOPLE TAKING PART GROW. OFFICIALS ARE ALWAYS IN DEMAND, ESPECIALLY SINCE THE PANDEMIC KEPT NUMBERS OF OFFICIALS FROM RELICENSEING. IT’S A DEMANDING ROLE. LIKE THE PLAYERS AND COACHES, THEY WORK IN THE OFF-SEASON TO GET READY FOR THE SEASON AND SPEND MANY HOURS DURING THE SEASON WORKING TO IMPROVE THEMSELVES. IF YOU LIKE SPORTS AND WORKING WITH KIDS, JOIN THE RANKS OF WIAA LICENSED OFFICIALS TODAY BY GOING ONLINE TO WIAAWI.ORG TO APPLY.
TOPIC: WIAA ONLINE STORE (:28)
Whether you’re a coach, licensed official, school administrator or one of the millions of high school sports fans in Wisconsin, the WIAA online apparel store is available on the WIAA website at WIAAWI.ORG. Click on the store link at the bottom WIAA homepage and check out the various apparel options available with the licensed WIAA logo. Again, that website is WIAAWI.ORG to order your WIAA licensed apparel.

TOPIC: WIAA SOCIAL MEDIA (:34)
Engage in the conversations about high school sports in your community and throughout Wisconsin. Take your tablet, smart phone or cell phone and follow the WIAA on its Twitter accounts: (pause) at “WIAAWI” for general information; at “WIAAWI STATE” for state tournament updates; and at “WIAAWI SCORES” to share game scores. You can also friend the WIAA on Facebook and find them on Instagram. Connect with the WIAA today!

TOPIC: NFHS NETWORK (:31)
If you are a big fan of Wisconsin high school sports, the WIAA’s portal – WIAA.TV on the NFHS network platform – offers live and archived video webcasts of state tournament events and school-produced events throughout the year. Sign-up for this unique web portal on the NFHS network site at “N-F-H-S NETWORK.COM” or find the link on the WIAA homepage. The NFHS network is your one-stop source for high school video streaming. A message from (station) and the WIAA, keeping the education in sports.

TOPIC: THANK YOU (:33)
The WIAA wishes to thank all those involved with high school sports for making these education-based opportunities possible during 2020 and 2021. To the student-athletes; the WIAA sports medical advisory committee and local health departments; the many school administrators, athletic directors and coaches; the licensed sport officials, the volunteers, the spectators and the members of the media that reported on these events. Thank you. It wasn’t easy, but we persevered with the appropriate guidance. A message from the WIAA, keeping the education in sports.